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Details of Visit:

Author: joe_ninety
Location 2: South Ken
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Jan 2006 7pm
Duration of Visit: 90min
Amount Paid: 275
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Her apartment is stunning. The entrance is not terribly preposessing, but inside it is spotlessly
clean, trendy, uncluttered and comfortable. Offered a drink (eg glass of wine) on arrival. 

The Lady:

First impressions, the photos really do not do Joesephine justice. She is stunningly attractive and
statuesque with perfect skin and very sexy. She is well spoken and her voice has a relaxing
honeyed quality. Augmented. Non smoker - hurrah!

The Story:

Much more in the courtesan mould than anything else. She was very attentive and built things up in
an unhurried sensual way rather than ticking boxes mechanically. She thankfully doesn't smoke,
french kissing is very much on the agenda and most excellent.

I will spare you most of the gory details - except to say it was the best BBJ I think I have ever had,
and lasted on and off (merging into 69) the better part of 40mins - such bliss. She clearly enjoys sex
and took unmistakeable pleasure my interference! Joesphine is takes hygeiene seriously which
personally I find reassuring - if creating and taking risks is what turns you on go elsewhere.

Overall I must say this was a simply esctatic 90mins which was, unusually for me, not long enough.
In the past,even if I have thought about going back, I have not previously walked out wishing I could
have spent the whole evening with an escort - I did here. An experience to be savoured. I could not
fault her.
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